
Simple Card/Tag Fold
Frame
 
You Will Need:

Sizzix® Big Shot™ Machine (660200) or
Sizzix® Big Shot™ Express Machine (660850) or
Sizzix® Big Shot™ Plus Machine (660020)
Sizzix® Bigz™ Die - Owl #2 (657694) by Dena Designs™

Sizzix® Bigz™ Die - Frame, Wavy (A10380)
Sizzix® Bigz™ Die - Heartfelt by Tim Holtz® (660233)
Designer paper (Sweet Paris 8 x 8 by Dovecraft)
Old Paper Distress Ink and applicator
Pattern makers wheel
Fine marker pen
Ivory card
Mount board
Button

How to Make:

1. Fold a piece of ivory card in half so that it is slightly larger than the area of the frame. 

2. Place the folded/hinged part of the card near the top of the frame (see the simple card/tag fold video) and cut the hinged frame. 

3. Attach a rectangle of the green text pattern paper onto mount board and die-cut a complete frame. 

4. Die-cut a frame from the pink paper and trim around the inside before attaching to the green frame. 

5. Attach a piece of red spotty paper to a piece of mount board and die-cut the heart. 

6. Use the Distress Ink to add a little definition to the edges of the die cuts. 

7. Use the pattern makers wheel to create the faux stitching effect around the centre of the frame and join up the dots using a fine black marker pen. 

8. Mount your chosen photo into the frame and attach the heart decorated with a threaded button. 

9. Attach the frame to the folded ivory die-cut to create the free standing frame.

How to create a Simple card/tag fold video - Click Here
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http://www.sizzix.co.uk/videos/channel/view/id/2/playlist/62/
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How to Make:

1. Fold a piece of ivory card in half so that it is slightly larger than 
the area of the owl. 

2. Place the folded/hinged part of the card near the top or side of 
the owl (see the simple card/tag fold video) and cut the hinged 
owl. 

3. Die-cut the parts to create the owl from a variety of patterned 
papers and ink the edges of the die-cuts.  

4. Use the pattern makers wheel together with a fine black marker 
to create the faux stitched effect around the edges of the owl, 
wings and heart before assembling all the separate elements. 

5. Finally, attach the assembled owl to the folded and die-cut base 
card. 
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